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Staff editor

some confusion. the Student Senate
y voted 9-11 against a 2.5 percent
increase and an extra fee for each
hour students are registered for over

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor

Practicing Pink Floyd
Patrick Sipes, a senior botany major, practices "Wish You Were Here" by Pink Floyd Wednesday afternoon in the North Quad. He's been playing for three
years and finds it helps relieve stress.

senate took the vote by roll call; however, after voting some
members said it was not
made clear if they were voting to approve or whether
to vote. A motion was made
for a hasty decision vote,
which would call for the
members to vote again. A
hasty decision vote is taken
when there is some confuconceming the vote, said Senate Speaker
Cosentino.
Senate voted 8- 19 against the hasty
vote, so the original vote to deny the
· stands.
lbe discussion leading up to the vote,
member Bill Gruen asked the Senate

Associate econ professor dies at 54
By Am{ Thon
Campus editor

A former Eastern associate economics professor is being remembered
as an influential educator and a giving
person.
Natalie McPherson, 54, died at 2:40
p.m. Saturday at Carle Foundation
Hospital in Urbana following a brain
aneurysm that caused massive bleeding.
"She was an excellent teacher and
educator who will be missed by her

students and colleagues tremendously," said Ebrahim Karbassioon, chair
of the economics department. "She
was a teacher and educator. She was
demanding excellence and very fair."
Ms. McPherson joined the Eastern
staff in the fall of 1994 and Karbassioon
said her favorite classes to teach were
the general education classes.
"She enjoyed teaching general education classes; in fact she taught three
of them every semester," he said.
Ms. McPherson was also very
active in her community and church,

Karbassioon said.
"Outside the university, she was
extremely involved in social causes,"
he said.
Ms. McPherson is survived by her
children, Michael D. Kircher and
Bruce McPherson.
Bruce McPherson said teaching
was an important part of his mother's
life.
"She loved the school. She loved
teaching; it was pemaps one of the

Natalie McPherson
Remembered for

community service,
fair teaching

See PROFESSOR Page 2

Guess what? Student group
ready to boycott jeans maker
Anti-sweat shop group to pass
out pamphlets next week
By Am{ Thon
campus editor

Several East.em students are preparing to
boycott a national denim manufacturer because
it allegedly employs the use of sweat shops in
the production of its clothing.
Moran Beasley, founder of Eastern's Sweat
Shop Action Coalition, said the 12 coalition
members will be distributing pamphlets about
the boycott of Guess? Inc., merchandise from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. Wednesday outside of Coleman

White, a junior family and consumer sciences major; Leon "Slim" Rogers, a graduate
• and Omega Styles, a junior business major; play seYeral boards of Bingo each
t> win on just one Wednesday evening at the "Calling Al Players" 8Y8flt at the Black
Coln:il common area as part of the Cultural Extravaganza Kick Off Week '98.

Hall.
"We hope to get people to stop buying
Guess," Beasley said. ''We want to remind the
students how much buying power they have."

Students at universities all over the country
are involved in the boycott, said Katie Shaller of
the Union of Needle Trades, Industrial and
Textile Employees (UNITE). Currently over 70
universities are involved in the boycott and
ShaJJer said eventually the company will have to
listen to the students.
"I think it will be largely effective in a lot of
ways because Guess? Inc., is largely supported
by students," she said.
UNITE and students are supporting the jeans
maker's sewing contractors and workers directly employed by Guess? Inc., at its distribution
facilities in Los Angeles. Tile employees have
been involved in a workplace justice initiative.
''It's important that students don't buy Guess
because it has been proven they do use sweat
shops," said Jamie Hedtke, a member of the

See IUEll Page 2
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Woman admits hiding
dead baby in basement
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EAST PEORIA (AP) - A
couple cleaning out their basement stumbled upon the decaying body of their newborn baby
grandson, authorities say.
The infant's 23-year-old
mother told police she hid the
body in a cardboard box when the
child was stillborn, prosecutors
said Wednesday.
A coroner's report, due within a week to 10 days, should
determine whether the baby was
alive when born and whether
Kristin Matheny should be
charged, said Russell Ruestman,
a Woodford County state's attorney investigator.
"Right now, we're still inv~
gating the ~." State's
Attorney Scott Brunton said.
"Until the inv~galioo is conr
pleted. we don't plan on filing any
charges - which isn't to say they
won't be filed"
Matheny told investigators
that she secretly gave birth to the
baby in April in the partially fin-

Senate
from Pagel
to consider if they had discussed
the issue enough with students.
"Do we feel as a group that we
have gotten this infonnation out to
students? We should probably definitely vote this down. Students
seem to be against it. If they don't
want it., we can't force feed it to
them," Gruen said.
Erin McFadden, chair of the
Tuition and Fee Review committee,
explained that if students were not
charged an additional fee for credit
hours over 16. the money would
have to be made some other way.
This would probably mean raising
tuition more than the proposed 2.5
percent.

Guess
To reach us

from Page 1

By foot: The Daily Eastern News
is located in the south end of
Blfuard Hall, which is at Seventh
Street and Garfield Avenue next
to the Tarble Arts Center and
across the street from the Life
Science Building.

coalition.
Beasley said 750 pamphlets are
being printed and he is hoping to
reach at least 2,000 students
through their efforts.
"We hope to get rid of every single one of them." Beasley said.
The coalition will be hanging

By phone: (217) 581-2812

ished basement of the East Peoria
home where she lives with her
parents and her two toddlers.
She had hidden her pregnan-

cy from her parent<;, police said.
"It was her opinion that it
was stillborn, and she says that
she attempted CPR and that
failed," Ruestman said.
Nancy Matheny, Kristin's
mother, found the baby's
remains Friday while cleaning
the basement, according to
police reports. She called her
husband, Ronald, to talce a foulsmelling cardboard box outside.
But when he picked it up, the
box split and the corpse fell on
the floor.
Ronald Matheny placed the
remains in a paper bag and put
that in a tool shed outside their
borne. Kristin Matheny admitted
to her parents that the baby was
hers, but was afraid to tell anyone for fear of losing her other
two children, ages 2 and 5,
authorities said.

Indians eye future after universitfi
agrees to hand over bone remai
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"If this fails, everyone bas to
pay more tuition. People are still
going to complain when you vote
to raise tuition,.. said Victoria
Markely, student vice president for
student affairs.
McFadden said 13 percent of the
student population will be affected
if an additional fee is charged for
credits over 16.
"Sometimes it comes to a point
where we chose to be leaders and
we pave to do what is best for
everyone," McFadden said.
Senate member Melissa Girten
said the university must raise ruition
to improve the quality of education
and compete with other schools.
"Eastern will maintain the status
quo and it won't get any better. l
think it's worth it to pay the extra
money for the benefits we are all
going to see," Girten said.

most important things to her,"
Bruce McPherson said.
He said Ms. McPherson had
experienced sporadic dizzy spells
since 1983 and· had seen several
specialists, but none were able to
detennine the problem. He said the
doctors are not sure if the dizzy
spells were related to the aneurysm.
Bruce McPherson said before
the dizzy spells. his mother traveled
extensively. Ms. McPherson has
traveled all over Latin America
including Ecuador, Peru and
Mexico. She also visited Europe,
Africa and Asia.
"She traveled all over the world,"
Bruce McPherson said. "She wouldn't go to the touristy type things. She
would go to rural areas and taJk to
people."
He said she often traveled to Peru
to visit the foster family she supported there. "Mom's emphasis was
always on the development of economics. She believed very strongly
in helpmg people and she acted that

posters throughout the campus and
may plan a protest march during
Homecoming week.
"We are hoping that throµgh our
efforts, student<; will recognire that
people should not be treated like
cattle," Beasley said.
The coalition )Vas originally
fonned last fall and has re-grouped
to tackle more issues.
"I got involved because I don't
feel like it's fair that some people
can be treated like that," Hethke

said. "I think it's important that
everyone is aware that sweat
shops do exist and they don' t have
to."
Christian Schiavone, a member
of the coalition said the boycott
sends a SII'OQgJ!lessage financially
and publicly.
"I think it's important because it
sends a message to a large retailer
that there is a base of consumers
who don't agree with this type of
activity," Schiavone said.

cudsm20peo.eiu edu

Onhne edrtor Joe Zukowski
euj%1 Open.811.1.edu

Ms. McPherson was
active member of Wesley
Methodist Church in ,...,_:..:....._
Bruce McPherson said she
church in East St. Louis as ii
trying to rebuild after diffic
the neighborhood.
She also participated in
aspects of the church. said
pastor Glen Robyne.
"She was a person who
beliefs into action. She thou
we needed to be God's
society. She had a very keen
She knew a lot about biblical
ology and loved to discuss
Robyne said.
He also said she worked to
the church a welcoming place
everyone despite their diffe
"She ~or)(~.~)qCin en
mental stewardship taking
the environment and encou
the church to be a leader in
Robyne said.
"Mom was a very dynamic
son. difficult to describe."
McPherson said. "She wa<; al
giving."
Robyne said "she will be
missed."

In a story in Monday's
Kevin Franken's was identi
a biological sciences
Franken is an environ
gy
"!,.....,...,.~
lri Tuesday's edition.
Brown Hodge was identified
state representative. She is a
date for state representative.
The News regrets the e
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out." Bruce McPherson said
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He said he did not have
to be more specific. 1be
collected during archaeol
digs at Indian burial sites, had
acquired by the university over
era! decades.
While most Indian leaders·
ly applauded the agreement,
urged caution against moving
quickly. "What happened y
yeah it was good but it was just
small step," said Pemina Ye
of the Mandan, Hidatsa and
Nations in North Dakota
Yellowbird said that
agreement calls for the univ
hand over the remains for
within 30 days, tribes may
delay burial in case the boor.I
needed as evidence in an in
tion of possible wrongdoing II
university.

LINCOLN. Neb. (AP)
Apologizing for the way its
researchers and students have handled American Indian remains. the
University of Nebraska is promising to return the bones of 1,702
Indians to tribes for reburial.
The university also agreed to
build a memorial on a campus field
where bones were burned more
than 30 years ago in an incinerator
also used to dispose of diseased
animal parts.
University officials reached the
agreement Tuesday with more than
50 representatives of tribes in
Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Oklahoma,
and North and South Dakota.
It is one of the largest repatriations of Indian remains under a
1990 federal law, said National Parle
Service official Tun KcKeown.
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dent Senate to get
dents' take on bus fee
ents to vote
ext ballot
Student Senate Wednesday
sly approved putting a
semester student shuttle
on the next special election
ts may vote on the new
fee as soon as Sept. 15 and

Charleston Chamber of
and the Senate have
· g together since last
raising money from local
to help pay fOI: a studeht
.seNice)o , m~m ~~"
tellamber of Commerce
*> collect about $20,000 to
to 30 percent of the operts and the other 70 to 75
would be covered by the
nt fee.
t $4.000 has been raised
eston businesses toward
,OCJJ goal. Businesses who
ged money include Wilb
's, Wal-Mart and Campbell's

Furniture.
Senate member Melissa Girten
said Charleston may look into
donating some money if they are
not able to raise enough from local
businesses.
'The collecting of the money is
going OK at this point," Girten
said. "We are looking at expanding
the people we· re looking to for
donations."
If an inadequate amount of
money is collected from Charleston
businesses, the Chamber of
Commerce may have to start asking
Mattoon businesses for donations.
which would require the route be
expanded to Mattoon. Girten said.
Larry Rennels. president of the
Chamber of ~ ~ be
does not want to go to Mattoon
businesses unless it is absolutely
necessary..
"We felt the shuttle bus would
be such a benefit to businesses that
it's in their best interests to donate
money," she said.
The proposed shuttle bus route
currently includes stops at:
• the comer of Fourth Street and
Roosevelt Avenue near Lawson
Hall

• Ninth Street in front of Carman
Hall
• Seventh Street in front of the
Manin Luther King, Jr., University
Union
• the comer of Seventh Street and
Lincoln Avenue near Old Main
• the comer of Sixth Street and
Monroe Avenue on the Square
• Wilb Walker's located on the
comer of E Street and Lincoln
Avenue
•Wal-Man
• and Lincoln Hall on Grant
Avenue.
The bus will run Monday
through Friday from 7:30 am. to l l
p.m., stopping every half hour. On
weekends it will run from 11 am.
to 11 p.m., stopping every hour.
If students vote for the new fee
increase, they will start paying it
beginning next semester, Girten
said.
The service will be available to
students and faculty, who can ride
for free with a university ID.
If the new student fee passes. the
shuttle service could be operational
as soon as Nov. I. said Monty
Bennett, Eastern's director of purchasing..

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
Lulu's, at 107 Lincoln Avenue, is available for lease after closing in August
because of lack of profits.

So long Lulu's
Wheo Eastern students returned to Charleston this semester, they found
one of their local hangouts closed for business.
1be restaurant fonnerly known as LuLu 's, located at I07 Lincoln Ave., •
opened last September and closed in early August because 11thct,criini*s1'~
was not profitable," said Steve Johnson. chief operating official of the real
estate agency handling the leasing of the property.
1be restaurant had been forced to change its name twice, once before
it was open, from LuLu's Icehouse to LuLu's Bait Shop.
Two months after the restaurant opened it had to change its name
because another restaurant had already trademarked the name LuLu's.
The sign in front of the restaurant was changed to a question mark while
John Manual and Scott Marks, co-owners of the restaurant, pondered new
a new name for the restaurant.
Ao announcement regarding a new name was expected last spring, but
it was delayed because they were making sure the new name was not
already trademarked.

ew chair brings research experience
·~

and the liD6 will rise so they can be touched
Heller said he i:. waiting for hi~ tactual
gr.mt from the National Institute of Health
and traced.
"I am looking into what kinds of pictures before he can resume his research at Eastern.
m's new psychology department are easy and hard to read (for the visually The grant will be for over $200,000 and will
!rings with him his re~arch of tactual impaired), Heller said. "l want to figure out be use<l to hire assistant'> and equipmenL
and how they help the visually how to teach this."
He said the visually impaired are able to
read images with depth and how to
Heller explained that pictures with depth use some computer programs but they aren't
on a tactual surface are difficult to read always user friendly.
uters more ea'>ily.
Some Macintosh computers have a prowant to bring science into an area that because people who are born blind can not
gram called a screen reader that says the
looked at science (in the past)," said use a visual image to clarify the picture.
Heller, chair of the psychology
"Late blind people l)ave the benefits of words that are being clicked on so the proent. "People have studied vision prior visual experience with graphics, cou- gram is easier to use, he said. Another prolhan touch, so less is known about it." . pled with improvements in their tactual gram magnifies images for those who aren't
completely blind.
es can be drawn on a tactual surface skills," a press release stated.

•.ayTammie Sk>up
Administration editor
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Heller said confu.-.ion can arise when the
computer says a word that the person bas
never heard of before.
··sounds don"t mean a lot if the person
doesn't know the words," he said.
Heller was a professor at the WmstonSalem State University for 23 years before
beginning his position at Eastern on Aug. I.
He replaced John Best, the fonner interim
psychology chair. "I am looking forward to
settling in and working as the chair," Heller
said. "It's been a very hectic summer."
Heller said his time spent at Eastern so far
has been "challenging and interesting."

* $6.00 I hour
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More people,
less teachers

A

ttention Eastern students! Consider this
your first warning. At this time next year,
many more of us will be squeezed into our
already overcrowded class~ooms and lec-

ture halls.
Next year, because of the recent hiring freeze placed
on many academic departments, students may not have
the option to drop their 8 a.m. classes and trade them in
for noon times.
Teshome Abebe, vice president for academic affairs,
presented his hiring freeze plan to the Faculty Senate at
the Aug. 25 meeting. The plan is to not hire new faculty
in any department to compensate for the $1.2 million
deficit the university owes to make sick leave payouts
to faculty who have recently retired or resigned.
Abebe said the university may not be able to
Hiring freeze
replace a retired faculty
The hiring freeze will leave
member for almost a year,
more students with less teachbut he also said departers. The result will be overments
may have to show
crowded classes and less oneserious needs for replaceon-one attention from hectic
professors.
ments to handle the
increasing enrollment in
some departments. This year was an unusual one in
regard to the number of retiring and resigning faculty
members, Abebe added, dropping another bomb.
He said it may take at least two years for the university to completely catch up and level back out financially. Then and only then will we see some new professors' faces on campus. The belief that everything should
be straightened out in two years came as "a breath of
fresh air" to some.
This freeze will inevitably mean fewer teachers
teaching fewer classes full of more students. So try
squeezing some fresh air out of a classroom that is seating, say, 60 students instead of the normal 40 or 45.
More students with fewer teachers also means less
time is available for faculty to spend one on one with a
student. So much for "Eastern: Large enough to matter,
small enough to care." Eastern has long bragged about
its faculty-to-student ratio and small class sizes. What
will it do now?
This freeze will also affect current faculty, many of
whom are also involved in various committees and
organizations throughout campus. They will now have
to arrange their already hectic schedules to work around
someone else's poor planning.
Did the university foresee an extremely large number
of faculty retiring and resigning, or was it a shock to
everyone involved? This deficit problem occurred several years ago and the problem was "solved." It looks
as if large numbers of retiring faculty is becoming a
trend. so keep your eyes and ears open - and a hand on
the university's wallet.
• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

Today's quote
No matter how thin you slice it, it's still baloney.
Alfred Emanuel Smith,
American politician, 1873-1944
~~~~~~~~~~~-''

Lies can ruin more than one life
eing lied to can make
you feel cheated - set
up and knocked down.
It can exploit your
emotions and hurt not only
yourself, but others who don't
deserve it.
I was 12 years old when I
told my last lie. I remember the
Greg Pipkin
incident that swruner because
Managing editor
the effects of my lie hang over
for Minority Today
my head like a dark cloud.
Growing up in the Chicago
suburbs, I really didn't have any exposure to outdoor living.
To me, the outdoors was where we rode bikes, chased the
ice cream man and played baseball against other blocks.
Knowing this, my parents sent my little sister and I to go
live with our aunt and uncle in Wisconsin for the summer.
hated that place.
Before breakfast there were morning chores: cutting
grass, chopping weeds or cleaning the shed. I hated every
minute of it and made no secret about it. I tried anything
and everything I possibly could do to get myself deported
back to my friends on the block. Yeah, I tried it all: "accidentally" breaking stuff, getting lost and sometimes getting
myself or my sister hurt Then one day things changed.
My uncle came in one morning around 5:30 and tried
waking us up. I acted like I didn't hear him when he called
and tried to get my last few kisses from Janet Jackson. Just
as Janet licked her lips in anticipation of me laying my last
kiss on her, I felt the leather lash of my uncle's belt on my
back instantly waking me up. At that moment I was determined to leave this place. Before I left I wanted to make
sure I got back at my uncle.
It wasn't until the weekend when the opportunity arose
that would change my life forever. My uncle took my sister
on one of his fishing trips while I stayed home on punishment with my aunt. I talked to my mom while they were
gone and-told her my sister was starting to act funny some-

B

times around my uncle. I
her to make nothing of it
would see what, if an ·
wrong.
The next day I talked
mother again. This this ·
story became detailed. I
that my sister told me that
had been "touched down
by our uncle. Within
parents were in Wisconsin
pick us up.
rm not sure what weot
when my parents got there, but from the car my sister
could hear the screaming and fighting going on inside
cabin. The arguments stopped when my mom came
the car crying. The four-hour ride home was spent
father silent and my mother constantly asking me to
everything I knew over and over.
The next morning I woke up when I heard the
ring. IL was the police. They asked me and my sister
sands of questions. After hearing the story hundreds
times, my parents decided to press charges. Two days
the Wisconsin State Police picked up my uncle, and
him with sexual assault of a minor.
rm not sure why I told that lie. What did I have to
But instead of telling the truth before it got to that ·
let it go on to destroy my family's life.
My uncle ended up spending a year and a half in'
my lies. My aunt divorced him while he was in jail
now lives with us. I didn't tell my family about my lie
three years later.
Hopefully someone can use my story as an ex
how lies can ruin lives, because I've learned my le
By the way. this whole story was a complete lie.
you feel me?
• Greg Pipkin is a history teacher certificate major and a
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address
cugap@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the a

"Hopefully
someone can
use my story as an
example of how
lies can ruin lives,
becauserve
learned my
lesson:'

---~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Violent differences
given much media note

Your
turn
Letters to the editor

Unfortunately, we have to put up
with individuals who don't want to get
along with everybody else and make it
a point to go against popular opinion.
History is checkered with such individuals who make it their goal to stand
out Everybody wants to be different.
Sometimes this desire to differ from
the main stream leads to a great
change in society, sometimes not.
Only when this desire to be different turns violent does anyone hear
about it. lmrnediately, the media pick!>
up on the stOl)' and blows it out of proportion. Such sensationalism only
obscures the meaning and implications
of these actions.
Americans have become desensitized to violence. From school shootings across the nation to anti-government forces waging standoffs against
the FBI and such, violence is almost

commonplace.
Americans still cringe with the
thought of violence, especially when it
hits home.
In a few days, maybe a week or
two, the Friday shootings at the
Capitol in Washington D.C. will be
almost forgotten.
The implications of these shootings
are tremendous. A man, with no apparent reason known except to him and
God. goes through security and starts
shooting inside the Capitol. When lhe
echo from the shots had died away.
two Capitol policemen were left dead
and a woman tourist was wounded
critically from the crossfire.
The lives of the families of these
people have been pcnnanently altered.
Nothing can be done to change that.
Bur imagine, if the gunman would

1

have actually reached his targ
ever it was. This man would
lived forever in the chronicles
ry while the victims would ha
become footnotes.
So, we ask ourselves, "Why
someone do this?"
Perhaps he was in search of
Maybe he had a bad childh
might be a schizophrenia Or
doesn't care. But no reason
his actions.
America cannot simply let
like this fade into the back
because one day the security
we set up will fail. Someone ·
through and alter the way we ·
day.
As a society. we must find
way to deal wilh such people.
that it wiJJ never happen again,
that the victims of the crime
be forgotten.
• This is an editorial that was
The Daily Mississippian ?n July.
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orum seeks input
r president search
By Tammie Sloup
AlmnistraOOn edtor

tqlreSentative from the finn hired by
's Board of Trustees to help select the
's next president will hold a second
Wednesday lo seek campus feedback
the search.
Greenwood of Heidrick and Suuggles
t the forum in the 1895 Room in
· Luther King Jr. Unhcrsity Union.
second fonun is being held because
input is needed for a definite job
. n, BOT Chair Susan Gilpin said
ly.
sessions ha\ c been schcdull'J as folAdministration can meet at 10:30 a.m.:
rersity"s foundation at I I: 15 :Lm.; facl'.!:30 p.m.: staff at I: 15 p.m.: the alum-

ni a~iation at 2 p.m.: srudents at 2:45 p.m.;
faculty again at 4 p.m. and an open session for
the university and local community at 4:45
p.m.
..The more people (Greenwood) hears
from, the more complete picrure she will ha\<e
of desired qualities/strengths as she "'orks
with the Board of Trustees' presidential
search committee to hring candidates to campus later this fall;' a press release stated.
The wa,hington-bascd fum was hired on
Apri I 6 to assist an I I-member campus presidential search conumttee in evaluating and
recruiting candidates for the hiring of
Eastem's ninth president. The finn's services
will cost the univcr.;ity $50.000.
Current Ea'tem President David Joms
announced his retirement last summer and is
expected to step dO\m on July I.
offices of the Black Student Union, LASO,
Black Greek Council and Minority Affain.
has spon.;ored a tailgate party.
"We want the pany to be a large tum-out
so everyone can enjoy themselves." she said.
There will be ~ubmarine sandwiches provided by Blimpics of Charleston.
Refreshments will be served and music will
be prm1ded.

Charleston expected
to name new city
mananger

students and faculty tonight are invitEa.~tem ·s first tailgate party of the

to

~ho\\

school spirit and support

!hers in their first football game of the

festivities will be held from 4:30 to
p.m. today at the O'Brien Stadium tailRa.lbe game will start at 6 p.m.
'tveryone is invited to come and have
before the game," said CeCe Brinker,
t director of student life/multicultural
office.
moDUrtliey Crawley. junior business educamajor. said the pany is a chance for stuto have fun before the game in a "pep
environment."
er said. this is the first time the

The Charleston City Council will
reconvene at 7 a.m. Friday.
After the regular City Council meeting
Tue~day, couocil members went in closed
session to clisCuss it}'fpli<:ants for the position of city manager. The position has
been vacant since Paul Nicholson
resigned last spring.
Mayor Dan Cougill said Tuesday that
he expected to make an announcement
regarding the new city manager within the
next few days.

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor

Wasted
Kristen Kieser, a junior health major, cleans up her waste after eating dinner Wednesday evening. In her
trash is a paper carton, Styrofoam bowl and wax coated paper cup.
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A look at activity

in the Student
Rec Center
Photo essay
by Deanna Mcintyre
Photo editor

TOP: Dan Nottmeyer. a sophomore pre-engineering major does
sit-ups in the fitness. cardiovascular and weight area of the Student
Recreation Center in Lantz Gymnasium Monday evening.

TOP LEFf: Jason Bailey, a senior zoology major does
315 pound squats in the free-weight room while Clinton

Alexander, a freshman undecided major spots him.
LEFf: Kelly Jackson. a freshman speech communications
major climbs the Treadwall in the fimess area of the Rec
Center Monday evening. She and her roommate came to
explore what the center has to offer.

MIDDLE LEFf: Doug Ramsey. a junior finance major
spoto.; Mau Reynolds, a sophomore finance major in the
free-weight room while he lifts 55- pound dumbbells.
They use the facilities three to four times a week.
BOTTOM LEFf: Jason Stepzinski, a senior
psychology major practices his lay-up Wednesday
evening at the Rec Center.
BELOW: John Renick. a junior finance major
shoots the ball around with a friend in one of the six
basketball courts al the Student Recreation Center.

Classifiedadv~j~!}g __

8
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For Sale

For Rent

Announcements

FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Scholarships. Business. Medical
Bills Never Repay. Toll Free 1800-2 18-9000 Ext. G-2262.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _9124

Back-In-Time Lounge. Part-time
bartenders and wait staff. 1416
Broadway, Mattoon. 235-4733.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9111

1992 Dodge Spirit. New muffler.
Good Tires. $4900. Call 3456689.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

COMMERCIAL SPACE 112 block
from campus. 820 Lincoln St.
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

EVERY THURSDAY IS CLASS
RING DAY AT TOKENS.

Work with individuals with developmental
disabilities.
Housekeeping position available
7 a.m. to 11 a.m. M-F. Additional
hours may be available. Call
345-2922 or apply in person at
910 17th Street Chaneston.
_ _ __ _ __ ___9/4

'85 Olds Delta 88. Runs Well.
345-5471 .
•

House for rent In Mattoon. 3 bedrooms 1 3/4 bath, new paint, and
carpet. $525 a month. Lease &
deposit required. Call Don or
Ann@ 234-4722
=--.......,.---:-:-- -,.--9111
Dorm size refrigerators and
microwaves for rent. 820 Lincoln.
Phone 34·7746.
-c::-=------o.,--.,--~12114
2 BR House fully furnished.
South 4th St. Residential neighborhood. Call 345-5148 or 3480157.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15

Dorm Size refrigerator &
m1c,owave for rent. 820 Lincoln.
PIK,r e

348-n46.

Help Wanted

Part-time position distributing
advertising materials on campus.
No selling involved. All materials
provided free of charge. 1·800YOUR - JOB
www.acmnet.com/posteringtyourJob.htm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __9/4

l'J!OD ELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for drawing classes for Fall 1998 semester. To
apply, come to the Art Office, Fine
Arts 216.
_ __ __ _ _ _9/4
Nee extra money for school.
Sell Avon. Call 345-4197 or 2351544

Sales and marketing representative for independent film d1stributor.
Call:
248-548·0005.
Commissioned position.

__9n

_ _________9"

Ch 'eston Dairy Queen now taki ng ppllcations for lunch and
nig ts. Must be available weekend Apply al 20 State Street.

Brian's Place nightclub and
sportsbar now h1nng for waitress
$5.15/hr. Apply m person at 21st
& Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151 .

9R

STAFF
- n-ee
_d_e_d_l_n_s_m_a_ll-re
- s-idential sites serving 4-6 residents
with developmental disabilities.
Monday through Friday evening
and midpight shifts or weekend
shifts a.Jallabte.. fiexible scheduling also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provided
Applications may be
obtained at CCAR lndustnes, 825
18th Street, Charteston, IL 61920.
E.O .E.
_ _ _ __ _ __ _ 12114

913
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR MORE
THAN JUST ANOTHER JOB?
Canng and dependable persons
can earn a starting salary of
$6.30 to $8.00/hr working with
developmentally disabled adults.
FT and PT available. FT benefits
includes life/health/dental i ns.,
401 K, plus more. Positlons available In : ·Dietary ·Activities
·Laundry/Ho use keeping
"Physical
Therapy
Aide
"Habllitalion Aides. Certification
and training are provided. Apply
at 738 18th St. Charleston.
E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/10

Gunner Bucs is looking for friendly energetic people to work as
cooks and servers, nights and
weekends. Apply 1n person alter
3
South __
Route_
45,__
Mattoon.
_ p.m.
_ __
_.9~

Waiters, waitresses, Delivery
Drivers, and Cooks. Experienced
Only. Go with the best only at
Zorbas. Apply in person.
- - -- - - - - - - ' 9 / 4
ATTENTION EIU STUDENTS!!
We are looking for enthusiastic
students with good communication skills to raise money for
College/University Annual Funds.
Evening hours, Sunday-Thursday •
7-11 p.m. $6.00 per hour, paid
training. Great resume builder.
Come join our f>OellVe woc1t envf.
ronmentl Call Sara at 217-3451303
phone
_
_for
_a_
_ _int9111iew.
_ _ _ _914
Hope House, a 16 bed group
home In Arcola, has a weekend
mid-8 position available. We're
looking for someone who works
well Independently, Is reliable ,
and has a great fondness for caffeine . Apply at 106 E. 2nd South
St. M-F, 9-11 a.m. or 5-7 p.m.
9/4
Sales and marketing representative for independent lilm distributor.
Call :
248-548-0005.
Commissioned position.

_ 9"

Brian's Place nightclub and
sportsbar. Now hiring lor D.J.,
waitress. bartenders, and security. Apply in person. 2100
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151 .
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ _9/4
STUDENTS WANTED! Are you
personable an enjoy represenling
EIU? The Minority Affairs Office
Is looking to hire students to host
campus guests, give special
event tours, and conduct student/alumni telephoning. For
application anij pay informatioit,
go to 111 Blair HaU or call 581·
6690. Deadline September 8,

1998.
----------'9/3

HELP! Women's Bille Study needs
2 sitters Tues. mornings 9-10:45.
$5.00 eaJwk. Cal 345-9349.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_9/4

For Sale
94 Honda Accord Coupe Ex.
White/Tan leather cd/tape, fully
loaded, alu wheels, tinted glass,
ex. cond. asking $11, 200. 3451292

---~------917

Classified Ad Form
Name: __________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Under ClasslfrcatiOn of. - - -- -- -- - - - - - Expiration cOde (office use only) _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _Compos1tor _ _ __

no

words/days

_

Amount d u e : $ - - - - -

Payment

uCash

U Check

'::J Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

_ _ __ _ ____ _ _9R

86
Honda
VFR
750CC
Interceptor Sport Bike, Custom
Paint. After Market, Exhaust,
GoOd (;ond. $1800. 345-1292
- - -..,....----.,.,--=---9/4
1989
Cadillac
Fleetwood
Brougham. New Brakes, New
Tires, Newer Engine. Very Clean,
Must
$2500.
581·2308.
_ _Sell.
__
___
__ _
9~

MTX speakers $100 . Home
Theater S150. turntable.stylus
$40. 348-1769/
_ _ _ _ _ _12114
56K external modem.
US
Robotics, llke new, used 4
months. $225 o.b.o. 234-9087.
_9/10

For Rent
3 Bedroom Apartmenl. 1125 4th
Street. $600/month. Call 345·

6621.
--~------12114

3 Bedroom Apartment. 62
Madison. $500/month. Call 3456621 .
_ __ _ _ __ 12114
4 Bedroom Apartment. 1430 9th
Street. $600/month. Call 345·
6621
12/14
Deluxe 2 BDRM APT for quiet
older students. Clos8 to campus.
Furnished. No smoking or pets.
Rent $400 for one person $500
for two. includes utilities. 3480979.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _9n
Fully furnished, newly remodeled
2 BDRM APT, CLOSE TO BUZZARD.
Call 348-0157.
__________
9n
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345-2231 .
_ _ __ _ __ __ 12114
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom.
Needed Female
Roommate. 345-2231.
12114
-if~e-r~
Sl
M-o-b-ile_H_o_m_e_Pa-rk-on

0 Yes Q No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

E.

Madison . 2 Bedroom mobile
home. Washer. Dryer, and A/C.
Water and Trash included. No
Dogs. Mature Inquire Only. $350
per
mo.
345-3179
__
_Call
__
_ _ _ _ _913
3 BR Apt. 1125 4th St. $600 per
month. Call 345-6621 .
---...,,..-----.,..,...12114
Spring Semester.
New 3
Bedroom duplex being built 1/2
block from campus. Available
January 1st for 3 lemales. 820
Lincoln St. 348-7746.
--12114
A garage 1611 9th SI. (for school
year). Call 345-7136.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 9/4

ACROSS

The Daily [astern News

~

Help Wanted

9

Services Offered

Roommate needed immediately.
Townhouse near campus.
Central ai r, dishwasher, 1 1/ 2
baths. own room, fully furnished,
paho. $215 per month. Phone
348-5869.
_ _ _ _ __ __ _ 9/3

7384.

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _9,/10

--~-------913
1(900) Dateline.

1-900-773-

Must be 18 years or older.
Serve you (619)-645-8434.
Single guys and girls looking to
meet someone hke you.
_ _ _ __

DELTA SIGMA Pl. Formal interviews today at 7 p.m
Roo111.29 in Lumplsirt i:jaltuActi>Jes. present.ate:~t>
Room 127. Wear professional clothing.
E.A.R.T.H. CLUB. Meeting tonight at 7130 ptmJin
library Quad. Rain location will be in the vending I
the Union. New members welcome.
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.
Meeting today at 5:15 p.m. in the Union Walkway.
INDIGO-AFRICAN AMERICAN THEATER SOCIETY.
Open auditions today from 5:30 to 9 p.m. in the Effi
Room in the Union. Bring monologues, poems, sto ·
yourself.
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS. Meeting
at 6 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room in the Union.
Important guest speakers.
PHI ALPHA ETA. Meeting Thursday, September 1081
p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Union.
PSYCH CLUB. Meeting today at 6 p.m. in Room 108
Physical Science Building. Come meet the new o
Everyone is invited. Call Becca/Beth at 5869 if you
questions
HAm CONNECTION. Meeting today at 7 p.m. at the
Newman Center located on 9th and Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTE~ Mass ~Jlt,
at the Newman Chapel located on the comer of
Lincoln Ave.

Personals
Jessica Bellville and Heidi
Harseim of Alpha Sigma Tau.
You guys did an awesome job
with
rush
Love,
your
sisters.
__
_. _
__
_
_ _ 913

Announcements
DON'T LOSE THAT TANI 10
TANS-$25 ANY BED. TROPlTAN. 348-8263.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/14

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizatiOnal event. No
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon
BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLIN
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any
is illegible or contains conflicting Information WILL NOT BE
Clips may be edited for available space.

All new equipment, University
Village laundry Mat. 24 hour
video security. $1.25 wash, & .25
to dry.
_
_ __ __ _ __ 10/2
ATTENTION ALL ATHLETES
SEE NEW TEAM T-SHIRTS AT
TOKENS WE NOW HAVE EIU
SPORT JEWELRY INCLUDING
VOLLEYBALL. SOCCER. SOFT·
BALL. AND ALL OTHER
SPORTS.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ 10/6

Symbols of
kingly power
1 Like good beds
28 Financing abbr.
s - - the finish · 21 Aries article
t Word said In
21 Future fish
grace
• Lose(to)
14 Marlon's ·on the
33 Old mS1rument
Waterfront"
of torture, briefly
director
•ApparitK>n
11F1x up
•Oneona
11 Circumscribe
pedestal
n Attempt at a
a-cayes.
carnival booth
Haiti
11 This has a big
41 See 42·Across
mouth
a With 41-Across,
11 Walled city near
kidnapper's
Madrid
correspondence
ao Tonto portrayer, ... Bond nemesis,
briefly
briefly
u "Goodnight,
• Cembridgeshire
Irene· singer,
cathedral town
bneftY
• Kindergarten
break
IA Union
headquarters?
11 Cartoon dog

S2Afore
N Irish Rose lover
14"SillyCow·
playwright Ben
MLikeManlyn
Monroe, bnefty
I t Earty theater,
briefly
12 Canbbean eden
u The final WOl'd
• Sicilian smoker
• Linoleum layer
17 Smoke detector
I I No-win
Situations?
• Sank the putt,
with "out"
10 Actress Harper
71 Louis Armstrong
populanzed it

DOWN
1 Physical
beginning
2 Sleep l i k e 3 Jangling
"Supporter of the
arts?

Piece

-+--1

_ _ 9/11

Men's Rugby players
you are Interested In
please call Dan at
come our to lhe field at 4
4th street.

CampusClips

Car keys found in Science
Building on 8-26. Identify In
Psychology Dept. Room 119.
581-2127
914

u

Spring Break '99.
Mazatlan, or Jamaica
Sell 15 and travel free.
prices guaranteed. Info
446-8355. www.sunb

WHERE CAN YOU FIND A
COCONUT PURSE, BAMBOO
PAPER CLIPS, GLASS BIRD
HOUSES, PLAID PENCILS, VIN·
TAGE CLOTHING, AND MORE?
AT CALLIOPE COURT. 706
JACKSON, CHARLESTON.

Lost: Women 's Ribbed Gold
Ring. If found please contact Jill
at 543-3219.
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ 9/4

7 Dnnk suffix

DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

abuse counselor. Call (217) 347-

Lost & Found

•Fox MOVietone

u ve day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutille day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid In advance.

Earn $45,000lyr. as a substance

Roommates needed nowt 4 bed·
room apartment Own room. 2
balhroom Large living fOOl)l and
kitchen. Excellent loealiori.
$200. 9 monlh lease. 345-6967
_914

I Cori< locale

J (.Elnts per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-

_________9!30

Anywhere in town. 5 people or
more $1 per person. 348-RIDE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/14

2020 ext.8357. $2.99 per minute.

Roommates

Announce

•Lethargy
t Tattletale
10 Subsists
11

11ua1ei.r,...... "· " 21' Piano part
• Uke Ernst
Haeckel's law
31 River - -

u

The spot

47 Eagerly studying
. . Hairsplitter
13 "Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf?"
playwright

I I "Waiting for
3' Hirt and Haig
Lefty"
•World's largest
prof8SS1onal org.
playwright
n Miller of "On the

Biographer
Ludwig
12 Threshold
Town"
~~~~ 13 Gallows reprieve "°Certainty
- -.......... 21 Pincushion
a Riding
altemat1V8
44 Chief

........._.___.. a Sweat site
•Ocelots and
• Eager and excited others

11 Trodden track
S7 The Bee Geel,
e.g.
II Certain charglr
IO Most draftable
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ittany Lions look to defense to lead the way
COLLEGE, Pa. (AP) Scioli, a defensive tackletight end, winced on the
during Michigan State's
massacre against Penn
last season.
6-foot-3, 263-pound senior
right away: He wanted back

hitting them right away."
again."
No. J 3 Penn State is promising
They're still bitter. But will they
changes on defense, but Southern be better?
Mississippi's ballyhooed quarterCoach Joe Paterno, famous for
back Lee Roberts and receiving tan- bad-mouthing his team all year
dem Sherrod Gideon and Todd long, says he's not sure bow his
Pinkston probably won't see many defense will respond against No.
unfamiliar schemes Saturday. What 21 Southern Mississippi and its
they'll see is an angry hoard of crafty aerial assault
players.
''How aggressive we will be and
faght months have not dulled how effective we can be, we will
the shame felt by a defense that
have to see,"he said Last year, "I
allowed a total of 706 rushing yards think there were times when
in Michigan State's 49-14 routin the we were just physically not able to
regular-season finale and Florida's handle some of the situations we
21-6 win in the Citrus Bowl.
had and I'm not sure we can do it
"We didn't go out there and play this year, either."
like a Penn State football team
Courtney Brown, who started
would,'' a clearly ticked-off line- most of last season with a cast
backer Brandon Short said.
covering his dislocated left thumb,
"We were embarrassed, and I'm returns to the line. He was
going to do everything in my power sixth in the Big Ten with 15 tackles
to make sure that never happens for losses totaling minus-60 yards

last season. On the right side is
Scioli, who had 60 tackles and five
sacks in two seasons on the defensive line.
''He's going to help us a lot of
this side," said cornerback
David Macklin. ''He's a phenomenal athlete. At d-end, he's
gonna bring more pressure, and
more pressure is just lovely for the
comerbacks."
Short returns at middle linebacker, but Linebacker U. will miss
two three-year starters at outside
linebacker. Jim Nelson and Aaron
Collins were the team's leading
defenders in 1997 with a combined
119 solo tackles.
One possible replacement,
LaVar Arrington, is a preseason
Butkus Award candidate, but be
hasn't even won a starting job yet.
He's listed below Aaron Gatten on

the depth chart Mac Morrison and
Eric Strudifen are battling for the
other spot.
The secondary includes two of
Patemo's favorite players,
Macklin and free safety Shawn Lee,
who took some ribbing from
players when the coach said he
wasn't "sexy."
''Coach calls it how he sees it,"
Lee said. "I'm not sexy. I
just go out and try to make a couple
of plays. But I caught a lot
of jokes from the team about that."
But laughs aside, everyone who
was around last year is still
emotional.
"Last year, the defense took a lot
of heat," Scioli said.
'The only way to get away from
that is to prove 'em wrong, prove
that we're not going to get walked
all over like last year."

ears faced with yet another quarterback question
FOREST (AP) - The Chlcago
are starting the season with another
k question.
y this year the question isn't talent, it's
Kramer's big toe.
threw Wednesday for the first time
spraining his left big toe in the Bears'
exhibition game.
t he wore shorts and a T-shirt, and he
't spend much time on the field before
back inside for treatment.
give it a 50-50 chance," Kramer said of
in Sunday's season opener against
oville. "I'm going to bold out hope

every day that goes by. Unless it's just apparent that I feel great, which may not happen
until Friday or Saturday."
If be can't play, the Bears will have to go
with Steve Stenstrom, who's never started an
NFL game.
Stenstrom didn't even know last week if
he'd make Chicago's roster, and he's played
in a grand total of four games in his career.
Stenstrom became the Bears backup when the
team released Rick Mirer, who wouldn't take
a cut in bis three-year, $10 million contract.
'Tm ready to go. It's been a good week of
practice and we've still got two days to go,"

Stenstrom said. ''I'd be doing this team an
injustice if I didn't prepare to be the starter.
It's better to prepare that way and react the
other way."
Kramer will throw again Thursday, and
coach Dave Wannstedt said he hopes to see
more improvement. He'll give Kramer until
Friday, and then decide whether to play him
or not
"Let's wait. I was encouraged today, I really was," Wannstedt said. ''I'm going to be
optimistic. I think he's going to come out
and do something tomorrow."
This was exactly what the Bears hoped to

avoid after last year's disastrous quarterback
shuffle. Mirer was brought in to be the No. I
quarterback, but be lost his job to Kramer in
training camp.
Waonstedt pulled Kramer after the Bears
lost their first three games, then switched
again after Chicago lost another three.
Kramer started the rest of the season, and
be signed a three-year, $9 million deal in the
offseason.
He was the starter all through camp, and
Waonstedt planned to play him just a quarter
in the last exhibition game Friday to make
sure be was healthy for the opener.

ormer Bear quarterback Mirer ready to take step back
........,=""''~){'f~s_f'(;.\P)'~ f'rom ~ tfiou~ be's No. 3 behind Doug
overall draft pick in 1993 to a Pederson.
million clipboard holder in
'This is a chance to take a step
· o, Rick Mirer's stock bas back to take a couple steps forward,"
(lllllllCtecl since his stellar rookie Mirer said. Mirer, whose career nosein Seattle.
dived after a record-breaking debut
1be 28-year-old quarterback with the Seahawks, doesn't mind
ooe last attempt to salvage bis starting from scratch, either.
career Wednesday after signing
''Well, the pressure's off of me
·-year deal with the Green Bay right now. The focus isn't on me,
Mirer, who was waived by exc.ept for maybe today," Mirer said.
Bears on Sunday after refusing to "But that feels kind of good The sita pay cut, presumably will uations I've been in have been tough
Brett Favre's primary backup ones, teams trying to get over the
down the road For now, hump. And that's not a real good

environment to learn in."
Mirer, who has started 54 NFL
games, will finally be schooled in the
system the Packers think best fits his
skills, the West Coast offense.
And there's no better place to
learn it than Green Bay, where he'll
be taught by Favre, the three--time
MVP; coach Mike Holmgren, who
has a long history of developing quarterbacks; offensive coordinator
Shenn Lewis and quarterbacks coach
Andy Reid.
"I think it's a great place to learn,
a lot of good guys and a winning ani-

tude," said Mirer, who picked the
Packers over Denver and Oakland.
Holmgren and general manager
Ron Wolf thought highly of Mirer
when he was drafted out of Notre
Dame as the second overall pick in
1993, and they courted him aggressively.
''I want to give him a chance to be
the quarterback that I always thought
he could be," said Holmgren, who
admitted he would have draftedMirer
ahead of Drew Bledsoe.
Mirer weighed the possibility that
Holmgren will take another job next

year, but figured he'd take a chance ·
with the man who has helped the
careers of Joe Montana, Steve Young,
Favre, 1Y Detmer and Mark Brunell
'That's huge. I mean, that's really
most of it He and the people that he
brings in," Mirer said. 'Tm very comfortable with Andy Reid, that's who
I'll be spending a lot of time with.
And it's dear here who's playing and
who's not And that's a role that rm
not used to, but I'm thankful that I
have the opportunity to be with the
right people and get myself back
going where I want to be."
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Hard working rugby team increases number
Gabe Rosen
Staff Writer

The women's rugby sea...on will be getting
underway so<, , however right now the
schedule is stil in the process of being fine
tuned for the season.
Although the schedule is still in the works,
the players' enthusiasm hasn't been effected
in the least according to coach Scott
Crawford
"Practice is tough and the whole group has

been showing ll'Cmendous charachtcr and
enthusiasm," Crawford said. "A lot of people
are lookmg skilled nnd fit."
According to Crawford. last weekend The
Players· Executive group, a group made up of
current players, held a recruitment drive
which resulted in Tuesday's practice.
There was only 20 players still a:; of last
weekend. but that number has now risen to
33. as 13 rookies have been added.
The rerun is currently practicing three days
per week and according to Crawford and

pmctice is going extremely \\ell.
•·A great job is still being done by the team
captain Curly Alden," Crawford said.
"She has been a leader as well a' a coachteacher."
Crawford also said running backs Nina
Herscher and Marissa Kolozy have been
showing great promise.
"They arc very fit and running tremendous." Crawford said of the pair.
Crawford also commended the play of forwards Erin Dolan, Sarah Wegman and Mel

Petrucci thus far in practice.
This past week's practices ha'e
"worthwhile skill se:;sions," according
Crawford and the team ha.'> been cond
scrimmages with some instruction from
Lane. While practice has been concl
every day with very strenuous work
emphasizing cardiovascular health.
Most importantly, so far there has beea
injuries according to Cra...,ford and the
ers are showing great dedication and are
upbeat and positive.

Top ranked Buckeyes can't forget final geame last year
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) - It's
the scariest horror film in town. featuring lots of mangled bodies, violence and brutality.
It is also a haunting memory for
the Ohio State footbaJl team.
The Buckeyes arc r.mked No. l
in the nation heading into
Saturday's showdown at l lthranked West Virginia. But they
remain iraumauie(I by the flickering
images from their last game, an
embarrassing 31-14 beating by
Florida State in the Sugar Bowl.
"We burned that film," offensive
coordinator Mike Jacobs said.
Strong safety Damon Moore:
"We didn •t deserve to be on the field

with Florida State."
"Florida State really pounded
us," quarterback Joe Gcnnaine said.
Offensive lineman Rob Murphy
said, "I can't even watch that film."
What the video shows is Florida
State's defense - led by chief perpetrator Andre Wadsworth - swarming
into the Ohio State backfield on
almost every play. Six times
Buckeye quarterbacks were sacked
- and twice that many times they
were hit as they released passes and
smacked to the turf.
In the face of such pressure,
Gennaine and starter Stanley
Jackson managed to complete just
16-of-36 attempts with three inter-

ceptions. The Buckeyes· sccondleading rusher was linebacker Jerry
Rudzinski - who went 24 yards with
a fake punt.
An inexperienced offensive line
received much of the blame. Eight
months later and now a year older,
members of the unit say they' re better, that things have changed.
But opposing teams must still
salivate when they see the
Nightmare in New Orleans.
"It's sickening to see
Wadsworth and bis buddies, every
play. throwing Joe and Stan,"
Murphy said. "Everyone's going to
be watching that film. regardless of
who we play. They will be watching

that film thinking they can do the

same thing."
Ohio State coach John Cooper
said one of the most important
objectives this fall was to make the
line an aggressive and confident
group.
"Our quarterback never had a
chance to execute the offense
against Aorida State," Cooper said.
''We've got to be more physidat."
The faces haven't changed dramatically. Eric Gohlstin graduated
and was replaced by Brooks Burris
at right tackle. Left tackle Tyson
Walter. left guard Rob Murphy. center Kurt Murphy and right guard
Ben Gilbert are all back.

Johnson defeats Maddux
ATLANTA (AP) - Randy Johnson
did his part in one of the best pitching
matehups of the 5Ca50n. Greg Maddux
didn't
Showing that powl!r beats finesse at I~ this time ..\\he Big Unit dominated Allailta for eight innings and easily won the head-to-head showdown
with four-time Cy Young winner
Maddux as the Houston Astros defeated the Braves 4-2 Wednc.~y night
Johnson allowed only four hits and
fanned IO. the 99th time he's
reached double figures in strikeouts,
second in baseball history to Nolan
Ryan's215.
Johnson batted in the ninth aod
began warming up for the finalinning

before feeling a cramp in his left leg.
The trainer came out and then walked
back to the dugout with Johnson at his
side. The Astros ace retired 14 of the
last IS hitters he faced before Billy
W~r worked the ninth for his 27th
save despite ghing up a homer to
Andruw Jones.
It was a game that had a chance to
provide a brief respite in this Year of
the Homer.
Instead, taking a cue from the
exploit-; of McGwire and Sosa, the
Astros pounded Maddux for I0 hits in
seven innings, scoring all of their runs
on three homers.
Jeff Bagwell hit a solo homer in the
second, his 29th, and Craig Biggio put

the Astros head for good with a tworun drive in the fifth. Sean Berry finished off Mad Dog with a homer leading off the seventh.
John<>on, his fastball timed as high
a-; 97 mph, faced a weakened Braves
lineup. Andres Galarraga began a
three-game o;uspen.,ion for charging
the mound in an Aug. 22 game against
Los Angeles, while Walt Weiss continued to rest an ailing quadriceps.
That forced the Braves to go with
two lefi-handed hitters. Ozzie Guillen
and Ryan Klesko - not exactly the way
to attack a 6-foot- IO left-hander who
has struck out (2.274) in his career and
has the highest average per nine
innings in major league history.

Tourney

"It is the only tournament that we
play in this year so it would be nice
to come home with a championship," Ralston said.
Part of the reason that the team
will only play one townament this
year is that they can't find anyone
that wants to play them.
"We are one of those teams that
no ooe wants to play because they
know that they should beat us, but if
they don't it looks bad," Ralston
said.
Despite that fact, Eastern was
able to fmd an opening in this tour-

nament that will provide them with excellent competition and
much needed game
experience.
"It is good to
play early on and win
Betty
a few matches," RalRalston
ston said
''We have to be 21 in this tournament because it gives
you confidence.
"You don't want to go somewhere and start out 0-3 because it
hurts your confidence."

from Page 12
Eastern was given two off weeks
this season, this weekend and the
other one coming at fall break.
Ralston decided to go to St Louis
weekend and give the team some
time off at the fall break.
In the past Eastern has played in
several tournaments in a single season, but this year they will compete
in only one.
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BULBS WERE JUST REPLACED WITH THE
STRONGEST BULBS AVAi LAB LE

Bring in your student savings card and
receive a free tan with a purchase of a
package.
We're still the closest to campus.

345-5666
It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!

Some national publications
this year's Buckeyes are I
but still could plummet because
line that Jae; yet to prove itself ii
big game.
"From what we showed last
it's semi-warranted," Walter
said. "But we're a different
this year. We• re a year older, a
year better. And we're up to
c ing some peQpl¢;.i'i' " !fIB .:~u~
They swear that tht.y· ha~
come the ghostc; of New Year's
''We' re so confident in oursel
It's a kind of a confidence
that you're real quiet about, >
real sure of yourself," Rob M
said.

Bowden wants to settl
score against Cavaliers
AUBURN, Ala. (AP) Auburn coach Terry Bowden
believes No. 16 Virginia has a
score to settle with his Tigers.
Jf not for last year·s seasonopening loss to Aubum. Bowden
thinks the Cavaliers would have
qualified for a bowl game.
Instead, Virginia was shut out of
the postsea.son for the first time
in four years.
So Bowden expects to see a

revengeful Virginia team w
the Cavaliers open the
Thursday night at No.
Auburn.
"~ost of the comment~ I
are that if they had just beaten
Auburn, they would have gone
a bowl," Bowden said. "But
didn•t. So that's caught our a
tion - that feeling that they
must beat Auburn to have
year they want.··

Merda

Division I-AA.
Looking at a school such
Mary-Hardin Baylor ma ·
Eastern student's apathy to
the athletic programs
.While some of the exci
is created due to the novelty ci
situation, one cannot
discredit wbai. is happe ·
Belton - especially the si.s
tbat came pouring in.
Eastern alumni and s
should take note of other
such as Division m Universiy
Mary Hardin-Baylor.
It just goes to show that
I isn't always better if
paying attention.

from Page 12
arships because they just want to
play. These guys are incredible to
work with. They have great attitudes and great effort. It makes my
job really easy."
So does all of the enthusiasm
and support Sllll'Ounding the team.
For many years, fan supp<Xt at
F.astem has been an issue. The
average crowd at a Panther football
game the last few seasons is in the
neighborhood of 6,000. And that's
when the team is among the best in

RESUME WORKSHOP
"Traditional, Scannable, Electronic - How Have
You Presented Your Qualifications"

Today
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Charleston-Mattoon Room - Union

Free!! Open to all students.
Sponsored by Career Services
SSB- Room 13 581-2412
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ighty Mac hits two more out
(AP) - 1\vo gone, two to go for Mark
Mac hit a pair of home runs for the sective night Wednesday against the
Marlins, giving him a career-best 59. He
two more to tie Roger Maris' 37-year-old
ague record. McGwire homered in the sev. against Brian Edmondson and again in
on the first pitch from Rob Stanifer.
was a two-run homer, helping the St
Cardinals win 14-4.
first homer, which landed halfway up in the
deck in left field, was estimated at 4'l7 feet,
it the third-longest in the history of Pro
Stadium. The second homer 30 minutes
to left center and traveled an estimated
McGwire's eighth multihomer game this
and the 5lst of his career. With 23 games

guys are going to be looking to
get theni back on track,"

says.
DOW

first OD Lynch's priority

h him to get back on track after a
camp where he struggled with
IDd pains from practices.
worked hard enough to get into
shape but the first game is always
because it usually takes you a cougames to get into tip-top shape,"
"But I always have to be at my
time I step on the field. I have
the best I can."
r head coach Bob Spoo said
crucial with only eight returning
on this year's squad.
's got to respond and he's going

Ch8Sing Maris
Sammy Sosa
Mark McGwire

57

59

remaining, McGwire is on a pace to hit 69 homers.
Maris hit 61 in 1961. With another two-homer
perfonnance, McGwire would tie the record Friday
when the Cardinals begin a three-game series at
home against Cincinnati. "I didn't expect to have
57 by Sept 1," McGwire said before the game,
"but when I got to 50, I began to think about the
record."
His latest power display came hours after
Sammy Sosa hit No. 56
for the Cllicago Cubs.
"Sammy's a September player, so you have to
watch out for him," McGwire said "It's crunch

to be very instrumental (in the offense),"
Spoo said 'Tm sure he's going to get
his cbances to run the football and we'd
like to think we can run and move the
ball and therefore put (St Joseph's) secondary more at risk and uti1iz.e more
play action passing."
For the first time in years, Eastern has
speed in the receiving core, and for that.
Lynch is grateful.
"This year, teams aren't going to be
able to play us eight or nine in the box to
stop the run," Lynch says. "I'm sure
that's going to be a great advantage to

me."
While he led the teadl with 912 and
930 yards his sophomore and junior
years, respectively, the3&ior Panther
has fallen short of "expectations."
"For any running back that steps on
the field. a l,000 yard season is what's
expected," Lynch says. "But rm really
not going to worry about it I'm sure

''

pitalize
· g goals helps build confidence
Beth helped us out there.
was a key for us," Ballard said.
ssive ac; well as physical play is
the Panthers received from the
ity of Wisconsin at Green Bay.
B gave the Panthers l l fouls and
physically challenging lo the
in the early part of the first half.
'We knew from playing them last
lhat they were a physical team, but I
think we were quite ready for it
oo." Ballard said. "At halftime we
mcmtilll}I and!
OUl play-.
own type of aggressive soecer,
is key. But we really kind of
that. we had no prcseason
, so this was really our first
1eam and

came

aa team."
game jitters apparently had the
rattled early on, but Ballard said
them down at halftime.

Steve BaRard,
women's soccer coach

''

"I just told them to seule down and try
and play their own game, do what they
had been practicing, and it will come to
them," he said.
They evidently did as the UWGB
team barely got the ball past midfield the
first 30-35 minutes of the second half,
Ballard said
"It's just getting that c.onfidence back
early and going from there,"he said "We
have a lot of potential on the team this
year, hopefully we can take advantage of
it and make this a very successful sea-

son.,.

Drink Specials 345-7849
Beer Bone I /2 Yard $3
for First One ...You Keep the Bone!
Refill $1.75
$1.25 12oz Domestic Drafts
Thursday Lunch Special
*Express Lunch Menu Available
BBQ Pork Sandwlchs .... $3.75
Gyro w / french frics...... $4.25
Thursday DinneL.S~li\l
Chicken Dinner, Choice of 2 sides,
& salad .... $6.50
Ribeye, 2 sides, & salad ....$ I 0.25

''~~~~~~~

I always have to be at my best
every time I step on the field. I
have to perfonn the best I can.
~Lynch,

Panther senior tal>adc

''

things will fall into place."
And he guarantees the same about
rookie quarterback Jeb Odam, and doesn 't feel any extra pressw-e to cany the
offense against St Joseph's.
"Jeb has been around long enough to
know what needs to by done:· Lynch
says. "I'm sure he'll get the job done.
"My responsibility is just to take care
of my business."

Rice back on top

We have a lot of potential on the
team this year, hopefully we can
take advantage of it and make
this a very successful season

~~~~~~~~-

time - time to make history."
McGwire broke Hack Wtl.son's 68-year-old NL
record of 56 home runs with two Tuesday.
The Cardinals slugger surpassed his career best
of 58 homers last year - 34 for Oakland and 24 for
St Louis.
The only playecs to hit more home runs in a season were Maris and Babe Rlllh, who hit 60 in 1927.
Ruth hit 59 in 1921.
McGwire has surpassed Ruth's major league
record of 114 homers in c.onsecutive seasons, set in
1927-28.
McGwire homered on a 2-1 pitch in the seventh,
giving the Cardinals a 9-0 lead. He golfed a pitch
that appeared low and inside, then pumped his right
first as he trotted toward first base.
The standing ovation from the crowd of 45,170
lasted for about a minute, prompting a curtain call
by the Cardinals slugger.

SANTA CLARA. Calif. (AP) - Sidelined
most of last seac;on by two major knee
injuries, Jerry Rice is out to reclaim his
lofty standing as the NFL's premier
receiver. Financially, he's already back
on top.
Rice signed a ~ix-year. $36 million
contract with the San Francisco 49ers on
Wednesday in a restructuring that made
him the league's highest-paid receiver
while providing the team with some
salary cap relief.
The deal for Rice, 35. who is set to
return in Sunday's opener against the
New York Jets after missing all but two
games in 1997,runs through the 2003
season.
It included an immediate return in the
form Of a $4 million signing bonus.
"It's well deserved," coach Steve
Mariucci said. "Jerry has been and will
continue to be the best receiver that's ever
played the game, so a contract like this is
certainly in line."

from Page 12
'Td like to see them drive the ball early, but if it doesn't happen. then that doesn't mattec," Spoo said "As long as we get
the ball moving and score sometime, I won't be upset if it's
not on the first drive."
Heading into tonight against St Joseph's option offense,
Spoo is coocemed about the defensive line coosisting of
Ryan Pace, Mike Carlin, Reggie Scott and Andy Lee.
'Tm anxious to see how we perform there," Spoo said
"We're not as healthy as we'd like to be and we're very suspect injury wise. I just hope we can hold up during the game."
Backing up those four will be Gonz.alo Segovia and Bob
Lanier, both of whom were bumped up to the defensive line
from linebacker.
Despite the injuries on the line, St Joseph's coach Tom
Riva is still preparing for the same type of Plmther attack.
'1' m expecting their d-line to be active and come after~ ...
he said
The linebach.'f spot is also up in the air.
"'The linebacker position is going to be watched closely to
~ how those guys function.." Spoo said "Other than Lance
(Lohrenz), whoc\.er play~ at linebacker has not played a
whole lot"
• Charleston nati\e offensive lineman Man Shober ha.,
been cleared by the NCAA co play for the Panthers this season. although Spoo is still unsure how the Panthers will use
the freshman. He had originally committed to play for
Wisconsin then changed his mind to come to Eastern. .
"It gi-.es us a quality backup should we have to go v. irh
him," Spoo said. "IL gives us some security in the offensive
line and it create.s some positive options for us.
"We've lalkt..-d about it extensively whether we need to
redshirt him or not, and of course injuries are going to dictate
a lot of that," he said. "It's very much up in the air, but if
everything works out the way we'd like it to, we'd redshirt
him."
•Notes: Eastern has a 3-1 series lead over St Joseph's,
including last year's 41-20 win at O'Brien Stadium ... wirh
tonight's game. the Panthers start their quest for a fifth
straight winning season and are 32-14 during the last•four
years... tailgating begins at 4 p.m. with Blue Moon Boysp!'O' "•
viding the entertammcnt While no kegs are allowed, srudents are allowed to bring all the carmed beverages they can
possibly consume . . . a fan will be chosen to kick a 30-yard
field goal at halftime for the chance to win a travel bag of
merchandise courtesy oft.he University Union Bookstore and
Champion sponing goods . . . post game fireworks are also
on tap for the fan.<; remaining at the end of the game.

Mother's. . . . ·
*

~ ~ Big Cold Bottles ~
~i,L1b'
t 25 Bottles &. Drinks
~ ~ Jager Nite
WIN JACKIT OR EffiNGHAM TGI FRIDAYS GITT CERTIR~Ans

Open Sundays 11 am - 11 pm

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES •
$19.95 WRAPPED
$25.95 VASED
1335 MONROE 345-3919

SUIPRlSI lOUR IRIENDI
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE

The D•lly Eastern News
(Deadllnez l Business O.ys
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CHICAGO (AP) - Sammy Sosa
remained two behind Mark
McGwire in the chase for Roger
Maris' record. tying the Chicago
Cubs' record
Wednesday with his 56th home
run of the season.
Hack Wilson hit 56 homers in
1930, a National League record
that stood until Tuesday night.
when McGwire homered twice at
Florida. McGwire, four short of the
major league record Maris set in
1961, had a game at, Miami on
Wednesday night. Sosa, leading off
the bottom of the sixth, hit an 0-1
pitch from Cincinnati's Jason Bere
into the first row of the right field
bleachers.
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Sosa goes long
as Cubs win 4-2

Ad ls to run)
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Women's rugby adds members.
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Opener crucial for confidenc
Chad Menla
Managing editor

Something
about Mary
t's the most inexperienced
football team in America.
There are no returning
starters and there
definitely aren't any stars.
All of the players are there
because they"re slower and
smaller than all the rest
The season hasn't even
started, but that hasn't stopped
people in Bellon, Texas from
supponing the University of
Mary Hardin-Baylor football
team.
After all, it's taken 153
years.
Saturday marks the first
football game in school history
when the Division Ill
Crusaders rake on Trinity
Umversity.
The Crusaders don't even
have their own stadium.
However, the local high school,
has granted the university to
use its 12.000 capacity stadium. Keep in mind O'Brien
Stadium only seats l 0.000.
"I think it's very exciting
and there's a lot of community
support," Crusader coach Pete
Fredenberg said Tuesday afternoon. "Sure it's only Division
m, but it's still exciting"
Others think so, too.
While the 700 season tickets
sold won't come close to filling
Belton Stadium, it's still a solid
showing for a school of only
2,500. Keep in mind Panther
football has only sold
approximately 180 season tickets for this year - Eastern has
10,000-plus students.
Enrollment has jumped by
10 percent this year at Mary
Hardin-Baylor and is at an alltime high. Applications from
males went up 148 percent.
"'Ibe greater enrollment
generates more money and its
had a real positive effect on the
community and our public
relations," Fredenberg said. " I
think the school has done an
amazing job of commitment
'"They've put a lot of money
into the facilities and getting it
started.'"
The university has already
spent $1.5 million to build a
football facility and practice
field. most of which came from
alumni donations and the
community.
And the cost to keep the
football team is not as great as
programs at higher levels.
Division ill schools are nonscholarship, which eliminates a
significant chunk of money
Mary Hardin-Baylor has to
come up with annually.
"I think there's a sttong
commitment from these guys
that want to play,'' Fredenberg
said. "They do it without schol-

I
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St. Joe's game will
answer questions
surrounding team
By Chad Merda
Managing editor

The message being sent by
everyone surrounding Panther football is not to underestimate the
importance of tonight's game
against St Joseph's.
It's all about evaluating players
and building up confidence - unlike
last year's 41-0 debacle at Western

Illinois.
"Western was a good game to
start out with last season because we
took a beating and it bumbled us for
the rest of the season,'' senior tailback Justin Lynch said. 'This is the
best opportunity we couJd have.
This is a game where we could get a
lot of confidence.
'"There's a lot of new faces and I
feel we need confidence.''
That's a big issue for coach Bob
Spoo as well.
"It's important for the players to
develop confidence and feel that
they accomplished something," he
said.

But Spoo's also trying to get a
better read on his players after this
game.
"It's going to answer some questions," he said. "If they run up and
down the field on us, then that
means we're not very good. On the
other hand, if we create turnovers,
then that tells us something positive.
"A lot of things will be answered
from that standpoint."
Geeting off to a good start offensively behind rookie quarterback
Jeb Odam in his first start is not
something that concerns the coach.
See COIFIDEtlCE Page 11

All in the (Panther) famil
By Chad Merda
Managing editor

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo edttor
Panther senior tailback Justin Lynch is the co-captain of the football team along with linebacker Lance Lohrenz. With
only eight returners from last year's team, Lynch is prepared to accept his role as leader. That task begins tonight
when Eastern hosts Division II St. Joseph's at 6 p.m. tonight.

Senior tailback Jusun Ly
is a proud father. A busy one
too.
He bas 87 kid" - mo't of
them are young - but be is
ing to take on the responsibi ·
"Last year we had older
that could step up," the c
lain of the team says. "'This
I really have to keep my eyes
open and make sure the group
stays together.
"We're a family," Lynch
"Myself and (linebacker~
lain) Lance (Lohrenz) are the
bead of that family."
His role this season is
more than trying to lead the
team in rushing for the third
straight year.
"Being a captain and ve
of the team, I probably have
played more minutes than
body else who's playing now,
he says. "Players get tired of
hearing coaches bark at the
You need guys on the team
can criticiz.e the players."
But he doesn't want to be
a vocal leader.
See FAMILY Page 11

Volleyball team set Women's soccer nee
for St. Louis tourney to capitalize on
,, chan
By Kyle Bauer
Staff writer

The Panther volleyball team
will try and continue its winning
ways as it travels lo St. Louis for
the 7-Up Billiken Invitational this
weekend.
Eastern will compete in a tournament field which includes
teams from Clemson, Georgia
Southern and St. Louis.
Eastern starts off the tournament by playing the host
Billikens Friday night, while
Georgia Southern takes on
Clemson.
Play will resume Saturday
morning with Eastern facing
Clemson, while Georgia Southern

meets St. Louis. The tourney will
wrap up Saturday afternoon as
Eastern goes up against Georgia
Southern and Clemson closes out
the weekend agairu;t St. Louis.
This marks the first Lime that
Eastern bas competed in the
Billiken Invitational since the
1980's.
"One of the things with volleyball is that we try and go to different tournaments every year,"
Panther head coach Beny Ralston
said.
"We play them annually in a
home and borne match and it just
worked out that we could play
them in the tournament this year."

See TIUIEf Page 10

By Chad Verbals
Staff Writer

Coming home with a win on
Tuesday came as no surprise to the
women's soccer coach Steve
Ballard.
''It was closer than we should
have made it, but it was our first
game and I think our team played
well," Ballard said "J always had
confidence in them and I knew if
they pulled together we could get
out of there with a win."
Ballard said the missed opportunities by the Panthers helped keep
the score close.
"We probably had about 20-25
missed opportunities, but a lot of
times we didn't even get a quality
shot off, so that was frustrating,"

____

We probably had about
25 missed opportuni ·
a lot of times we didn'
get a quality shot off,
was frustrating
women's

Ballard said.
When the Panthers did
off, senior Beth Aussin u
in the mix. She had one
one assist Tuesday.

